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Show terms and conditions
Condition: Due to their low fired nature, slipwares are prone to chipping & flaking,
and all the pots for sale were originally wood fired in traditional bottle or round
kilns, with all the faults and delightful imperfections entailed. We have endeavoured
to be as accurate as possible in our descriptions, and comment is made on condition
where this is materially more than the normal wear and tear of 80 to 100 years. For
the avoidance of any doubt, purchasers are recommended to inspect pots in person.
Payment: Payment must be made in full on purchase, and pots will normally be
available for collection at the close of the show, in this case on Saturday 27th
November 2010. Settlement may be made in cash or by cheque, although a clearance
period of five working days is required in the latter case. Overseas buyers are
recommended to use PayPal as a medium, for the avoidance of credit card charges.
Postal delivery: we are unable to provide insured delivery for overseas purchasers,
although there are a number of shipping firms that buyers may choose to
commission. Every possible care will be taken in the packaging of pots for onward
transit, but subsequently this must at all times be at the purchasers risk.
Image copyright: the copyright on all photographs in this summary catalogue and
on the related website www.cotswoldsliving.co.uk remain at all times the property of
Cotswolds Living Publications.
Commencement of sales: no pots will be for sale in advance of the start of the
exhibition at 12.00 midday on Saturday 13th November 2010.
Future sales: it is our intention to hold similar annual sales every November.
Selling terms: whilst all the ceramics in this exhibition are the personal or joint
property of the organisers, we welcome applications from collectors and dealers to
sell items on their behalf on competitive commission terms. We are also interested
in purchasing outright both individual items and collections throughout the period in
between shows.
Map directions and location of Long Room Gallery:

EARLY TWENTIETH
CENTURY SLIPWARES
Including important individual works by Michael Cardew and
Bernard Leach, together with good early pieces by Ray Finch

Introduction
This selling exhibition of pottery in the broad English slipware tradition celebrates in
particular the post WW1 revival and regeneration of interest in such ceramics led
primarily by the pioneering Studio Potters, Bernard Leach (1887-1979), Shoji Hamada
(1894-1978), and Michael Cardew (1901-1982). The able help provided to Cardew
at Winchcombe by Sid Tustin (1913—2005), and the initial continuation of this
earthenware tradition by Ray Finch (born 1915) is also recognised by the inclusion of
standing forms and other examples of pre-WW2 Winchcombe slipwares. Lastly, we
have for sale a rare example of post-WW2 slipware by Bernard Leach, made and
decorated in the United States in 1950.
The co-organisers of this event, John Edgeler and Roger Little, have both been lifelong collectors of and dealers in English and European ceramics. Since 2004, John has
also become a writer/publisher of books primarily focussing on the Cardew tradition
and its West Country roots, and has also curated well received retrospective shows
on the latter, held both at public museums and at his Long Room Gallery of
Winchcombe, the venue for this second collaborative show.
In September 2010, as a contribution celebrating the 90th anniversary of the foundation of the Leach Pottery, John published a new title, Slipware and St Ives, the first
comprehensive specialised study of the early earthenwares of Leach, Hamada and
Cardew. This book was launched on Sunday 5th September 2010 at the Leach
Pottery, St Ives, as part of their 90th birthday celebrations.
Roger Little is a leading expert nationally on historic English slipwares and early ceramics, as well as on Delft in both the English and European traditions. There follows
two short introductory essays by these principals, giving a flavour of the core themes
they have identified in their respective areas of expertise to help place in context the
leitmotifs behind this exhibition.
Further information on this and future shows, including sale and purchase terms, may
be found elsewhere in this catalogue.

Slipware and St Ives: The Leach Pottery 1920-1937
My new publication published this September (ISBN 0-9550315-5-7) of
the same title investigates this relatively under researched area in
considerable detail. There were a number of early formative influences
on the slipwares produced in the early years of the Leach Pottery, and
whilst this year’s selling show has relatively few examples from St Ives,
the influence of those early days is readily seen in the primarily
Winchcombe made pots in the exhibition. So the brushwork favoured
by Leach, the Slade Institute trained artist manqué, features
prominently as the chosen method of decoration. Similarly there are a
number of orientally influenced bowl-like forms, although primarily it is
the standing forms of the North Devon Tradition in general, and jugs
in particular that are best represented overall.
As the old adage goes, there is nothing new under the sun, but
similarly, each succeeding generation following in a broadly similar
tradition will bring in a personal touch reflecting their particular
influences and inspirations. This is the core quality of those living craft
traditions learnt by observation and practise, but practised by
individuals who in handing on the baton add something new, whether
in form, decoration or usage. For lovers of the best pottery made
with a function in mind, it is its tactile quality and fitness for purpose
that makes up the core essence of its quality.
In the examples of Winchcombe pottery for sale made with a
functional purpose in mind by Cardew and members of his 1930s
team such as Sid Tustin (1913-2005) and Ray Finch (1915- ), both jugs
and flat-wares feature strongly. The inspirations for the jugs range
from the broadly medieval (catalogue no.14) to distinctly North Devon
(catalogue nos. 15 - 17). The bowls (catalogue nos. 2 - 5) use slip
trailed techniques from the Midlands and North and brushwork from
the oriental traditions. As to plainer wares, probably the most notable
is the unusual large colander by Cardew with an iridescent green glaze
(catalogue no.5): I have only ever come across one other example of
the like in his slipware.

Cardew’s form is strongly represented by a variety of pieces in our
substantial show of Winchcombe wares, most notably in a superb early
jug with scroll handle very much in the Devon idiom (catalogue no.11)
decorated with brushwork reflecting his interest in pots in the Chinese
Song tradition and decorated in the Cizhou manner. Brushwork is also
his chosen decoration for the extraordinary and massive Garden
teapot (catalogue no.7), whose leaping Romanesque arcs eloquently
echo the form. His extraordinary range of making is reflected at the
other end of the scale in an elegant and aquiline teapot (catalogue
no.9) also with brushwork, and a feminine and charming miniature
teapot with incised fish decoration, again in the Song tradition, which
have a charming sketch-like quality.
As a complete contrast, we have for sale a good representative group
of Winchcombe wares with a strong monochrome bias, decorated
primarily with white trailed slip but there is one example with sgraffito,
a scarce coffee pot with side applied spout (catalogue no.19). The
abstract quality of slip trailed black and white plates and dishes proved
very popular with American customers of Muriel Rose’s Little Gallery
in London in the late 1930s, and this sale includes several such plates
by Finch and a shallow bowl by his master, Cardew (catalogue nos.20
& 22 - 23).
Rounding things off back at the start in St Ives, we have for sale a
scarce Leach pouring bowl from 1922, with polychrome decoration in
white and red slips over a blue background: an identical example was
exhibited in the Potter’s retrospective at the Victoria and Albert
Museum in 1977.
John Edgeler, Long Room Gallery, Winchcombe

September 2010

Exhibition overview
This year’s exhibition features an outstanding collection of studio
slipwares, predominantly from the period 1920-1935.
John and I have decided to concentrate on this narrow chronological
period because we think it witnessed the production of most of the
best examples of slipware by Michael Cardew, Bernard Leach and Shoji
Hamada, who are inevitably our chief proponents of the art.
This narrow frame has served to concentrate our minds in attempting
to track down the most outstanding objects while giving our buyers
the opportunity to choose from examples that represent, in our
judgement, the best the market has to offer.
By coincidence a significant majority of the pieces in the year’s show
were made by Michael Cardew, while he was, remarkably, still in his
twenties. My own interest in English slipware derives from dealing in
late-seventeenth and eighteenth century examples and I felt it would
be interesting to examine briefly my thoughts about Cardew’s work
in the light of my familiarity with early English slipwares.
Modern commentators would probably tend to suggest a fundamental
distinction between Cardew and the early slipware potters in terms of
the latter's production of strictly utilitarian products, which were not
primarily admired for their aesthetic beauty but instead for their
function. Cardew’s work, while fulfilling this fundamental criterion,
additionally has a self-consciously ‘artistic’ element, which means that
buyers can make a choice whether to use it or simply admire it when
deliberately placed on a window ledge or kitchen shelf.
However, this is not necessarily a correct distinction. The vast
majority of the wonderful documentary and royalist slipwares made,
for example, by the Toft family of Staffordshire, and by the North
Devon and Donyatt slipware potters were, I suspect, regarded by their
contemporaries as outstanding examples of the potter’s art to be hung
on the wall or placed on a cupboard or chest for others to admire,

envy and treasure down the generations, just as we know their delftware counterparts were. In reality, ordinary individuals ate and drank,
as they had always done, off simple wood or metal plates and jugs, a
fact which perhaps explains why so few early examples of simple
household utility items have survived in slipware.
Where a distinction does arise between Cardew and the early slipware
potters is, arguably, in Cardew's departure from the repetitive and
anonymous craft-based procedures employed by the latter. Cardew
was a notoriously poor slip-trailer, a fact which probably owes more
to his youth and lack of experience than to any innate inability to use
this technique. Most of his best and most fluent decoration, as John
points out in his description of Catalogue #3, was done using a brush
or making a rapid wavy line with a simple potting tool or with his
finger. I suspect these methods also suited Cardew’s rather restless
and impatient temperament
A further radical departure by Cardew from earlier traditions can
argued by looking at some of the most important items in the
exhibition, notably the three magnificent Cardew teapots (Cat’s 7,8
and 9).These have all been well used and were clearly treasured and
carefully preserved by their owners. However, I can’t recall a single
slipware teapot from the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries, so in
producing these remarkable pots Cardew was not only a craftsman in
the traditional English sense but also very much an innovator breaking
with native tradition. This is reflected ,not only in the wide variety of
sizes and forms of these teapots, but also in the artistic influences
which he brought to bear on them, which tend in the main to be
Chinese rather than English.
Conversely, in terms of the items in the exhibition where Cardew
is closest in feeling to the spirit on the early slipware potters we would
draw attention to the magnificent large mixing bowl (Cat.#3)which has
wonderful hubris and freedom in terms of its size but also great
discipline and craft in the application of the trailed slip motifs. The
same could be said of the superbly sculptural colander (Cat.#5),which

combines extraordinary majesty of throwing for so young a man, with
similar painstaking attention to detail.
Something of an echo of the superb potting, weight and feel of the
early slipware dishes can also be seen in the wonderful fritillary bowl
made by Bernard Leach (Cat. #3).This beautiful object contrasts
markedly with our other Leach bowl, the supremely elegant but
also thoroughly modern feeling pouring bowl (Cat.#1). Here the
transformation from the ancient craft of slipware to its modern art
form is perfectly epitomized.
We hope you will enjoy the wide and complex range of forms and
historical influences which gave birth to the individual items
represented in this exhibition. It has given us great pleasure to
assemble and present it and we hope it will give you equal pleasure
to view it.
Roger Little
Oxford, September 2010

West and North mingles with the East
If one had to summarise the approach and priorities of Leach in his approach to
ceramic culture, it would have to be a meeting of the (Far) East with West. For
Cardew, conversely, and certainly in terms of his form, West meant the
traditions of the West Country in general and Devon in particular, with the East
represented primarily in his ready use of brushwork for decoration – something
outside our own historical idiom – and the occasional footed bowl form and
bottle. The North, meanwhile, made its presence felt in the work of all three
Pioneers if one includes Hamada, through the use of slip trailing, both
(primarily) abstract and (occasionally) representational.
Each of these influences on aesthetics and form feature in this year’s selling
exhibition, which in order to provide some form of overall structure, I have
grouped broadly by form and to a lesser extent by colour, listed within in each
section in chronological manner.

Bowl forms

1) A Bernard Leach circular ‘raku’ pouring bowl with lip, raised on
a slightly splayed foot, St Ives circa 1922.

This wheel thrown form is made from a cream-coloured clay with
darker flecking. The top rim is decorated with a band of cream and red
scrolls on a blue brushwork ground. Impressed BL and SI seals.
Dimensions: Diameter 21.5cm (8.5 inches).
Condition: Small surface restoration to lip.

2) A Michael Cardew (attrib) shallow cereal bowl with flattened
rim, raised on a narrow foot-rim, Winchcombe circa 1926.

This wheel-thrown bowl bears an oriental style sgraffito decoration to
the centre of the interior within a circular roundel. Impressed small
WP seal.
Dimensions: 18 x 5cm (7 x 2 inches).
Condition: Coal blows. Wear and scratching to interior.

3) A large Michael Cardew mixing bowl or basin with flattened rim,
Winchcombe circa 1930.

This wheel-thrown bowl has a repeated vertical design of stylised
leaves running in between circular lines in brown slip under a strawcoloured glaze. Small MC seal.
Dimensions: 35 x 18cm (14 x 7 inches).
Condition: Some glaze fritting and wear to rim.

4) An elegant large fruit bowl by Michael Cardew on a high foot
rim, Winchcombe circa 1931-1932.

This wheel-thrown bowl has something of the effect of an enlarged tea
bowl, although has strongly incurved sides. The brushwork in
manganese under a straw coloured glaze is of a stylised bud motif.
Small impressed MC and WP seals.
Dimensions: 20 x 14cm (8 x 5.5 inches).
Condition: Some glaze crocodiling (a kiln effect).

5) A magnificent and large Michael Cardew two handled green
glazed colander, Winchcombe circa 1932.

A wheel thrown and hand pierced kitchen colander covered entirely in
a rich and iridescent green (copper) glaze, and raised on squat peg feet.
Small impressed MC and WP seals.
Dimensions: Width to handles 35cm (14 inches) ;
Depth 10cm (4 inches)
Condition: glaze rubbing to handles

6) A wide and shallow slipware bowl with flattened rim by Bernard
Leach dated 1950.

A wheel thrown redware bowl on a shallow foot rim with a
decoration of a fritillary in coloured slips and brushwork. BL
monogram and date of 1950 to base.
Dimensions: 28 x 7.5cm (11 x 3 inches).

Teapots
A short resume is appropriate here. Teapots are a fiddly form to make,
requiring good technical skill and planning to get all the elements right. Cardew
is rightly well known for his cider jars and bottles, but this typically English
form was also his speciality. He is known to have made tea sets, and whilst
individual cups, saucers and mugs turn up from time to time, his teapots were
well loved and used and often got broken.
Additionally, these frequently bear only a WP seal, perhaps a reflection of the
fact that these were not intended as individual pieces. It is a quirk of unlikely
fate that we have come across three lovely and varied examples of this form, all
fully marked, and generally in good order: a rare occurrence that is not likely to
be soon repeated.

7) A massive ‘Garden’ teapot by Michael Cardew, Winchcombe
circa 1930.

This wheel thrown form, in common with others of this size, has an
iron handle made to order by a local blacksmith. In common with
smaller versions of similar date, it is brushwork decorated with white
slip under a gingery-stained glaze. The semi-circular arch brushwork
has a Romanesque feel, whilst the bud motif is drawn from the Song
and oriental tradition.
Impressed MC and WP seals to body (twice) and lid.
Dimensions: Height 26cm (10 inches); Width 38cm (15 inches)
maximum.
Condition: small restoration to tip of spout.

8) A charming miniature teapot by Michael Cardew, Winchcombe
circa 1932.

A wheel thrown form with a thumb piece to its handle and with
incised decoration to both sides of stylised fish. The interior is stained
brown due to constant use over many years, and there is evidence of a
historic pre-war repair of the small lid with copper rivets.
Impressed MC and WP seals.
Dimensions: 20 x 10cm (8 x 4 inches)
Condition: Repair to lid. Otherwise in good order.

9) An elegant teapot of aquiline proportions by Michael Cardew,
Winchcombe circa 1937.

A wheel thrown form with a thumb piece to its handle, & with underglaze brushwork of an ear of corn surrounded by hatch work panels.
Smallest impressed MC and WP seals.
Dimensions: Width 25cm (5 inches) ; Height 12.5cm (10 inches).

Jugs and other standing forms
If one had to characterise a core difference in between the ceramic traditions of
East and West as applied to standing forms, it is the habit of the use of handles
on such pots. Whilst prosaically, this is a vital ingredient when picking up
something containing a hot liquid, in the ceramic tradition of the West in
general and in Cardew’s output in particular, the handle is a feature in itself, a
signature and expression of the style and approach of the maker, whether
unknown as in the case of many of the country potters or marked and
attributable in most Studio ceramics.
In the East or more specifically in Japan, handles were rarely applied to forms
historically, and this idea and skill was a sufficient novelty to Bernard Leach and
Shoji Hamada for the occasion of a demonstration at Lakes of Truro to be
recorded for posterity. Hamada picked up this skill readily and employed it
throughout his professional career at Mashiko. In a short period of 3 years after
his return to Japan, and coinciding with Cardew’s stay at St Ives in 1923-1926,
a rush of handled jugs, mugs and tankards was produced. The subsequent gap of
some 5 years until the arrival of Harry Davis in the early 1930s speaks for
itself as regards the abilities of Leach in this area.
The following group of Winchcombe pots all feature the use of handles,
primarily for a practical purpose although in one case primarily for adornment.

10) A Song inspired brushwork decorated lamp base by Michael
Cardew, Winchcombe circa 1929-1932.

This elegant wheel thrown bottle form
bears three handles to the neck and is
decorated with leaf and other motifs in iron
oxide brushwork over a white background
slip under a thin straw coloured glaze. Cork
to side for the hole for wiring. Impressed
MC and WP seals.
Dimensions: Height 24cm (9.5 inches) ;
Width 14cm (5.5 inches) maximum.
Condition: glaze shivering to handles and
rim.

11) A full bellied Michael Cardew scroll handled jug in the North
Devon tradition, Winchcombe circa 1929-1930.

A wheel thrown jug of bulbous proportions with iron brushwork of
chevrons and spirals. The pulled handle which has a firing crack to the
top where it meets the body, bears a trademark thumb piece and
curled clay terminal to the base. Impressed WP seal only.
Dimensions: Height 23cm (9 inches) ; Width 19cm (7.5 inches)
maximum.
Condition: see description.

12) An unusual early Winchcombe
(attrib) beaker of fine proportions made
from Fremington clay, circa 1929-1930.

This wheel thrown beaker with its lip
pulled finely to an edge, bears a stylised
repeated pattern of calligraphic form,
incised through a white background slip
under a glassy lead rich glaze.
Incised S to base.
Dimensions: 9 x 9cm (3.5 x 3.5 inches).

13) A Michael Cardew 1 pint
calligraphic tankard, Winchcombe
circa 1930.

A wheel thrown handled tankard
with tapering sides, incised through a
white background slip under an iron
tinted glaze. Impressed MC and WP
seals.
Dimensions: 14 x 14cm (5.5 x 5.5
inches).

14) An early squat bellied jug form of
chunky proportions, attributed to
Elijah Comfort, Winchcombe circa
1929-1932.

An early wheel thrown jug of upright
proportions, sturdily potted and decorated simply with line and meander
decoration. Impressed WP seal only.
Dimensions: Height 15cm (6 inches) ;
Width 18cm (7 inches) maximum.

15) An early bulbous milk or water
jug in the North Devon manner,
attributed to Michael Cardew,
Winchcombe circa 1929-1930.

A wheel thrown jug from the late
1920s, well thrown and with under
glaze manganese oxide brushwork
under a manganese-stained glaze.
Dimensions: Height 17cm (6.5 inches) ;
Width 15cm (6 inches) maximum.
Condition: restoration to handle.

16) A charming early cream jug by Sid
Tustin in the North Devon manner,
Winchcombe circa 1930.

A wheel thrown jug with manganese
brushwork of stylised ears of corn, buds
and hatched motifs over a white slip
under a clear glaze. Impressed ST only.
Dimensions: 14cm (5.5 inches) ; Width
14cm (5.5 inches) maximum.

17) A richly coloured milk jug by Sid
Tustin in the North Devon manner,
Winchcombe circa 1931.

A wheel thrown jug with iron brushwork of
a simple scroll motif under an iron-stained
glaze. Impressed ST and WP seals.
Dimensions: Height 16.5cm (6.5 inches) ;
Width 15cm (6 inches) maximum.

18) An unusual Michael Cardew candlestick with an exaggerated
trumpet base, Winchcombe early 1930s.

A wheel thrown and partially hand built
piece of domestic ware, probably thrown
in two parts and subsequently luted
together before the application of a white
slip, an iron tinted glaze and firing. Iron
brushwork to sconce.
Smallest MC and WP seals.
Dimensions: Height 14cm (5.5 inches) ;
Width 15cm (6 inches).

19) A striking Ray Finch coffee
pot with thumb-piece handle
and bridge spout, Winchcombe
circa 1938.

A wheel thrown and heavily fired
form with sgraffito decoration of
chevrons within horizontal and
vertical lines, through an iron
rich black slip under a clear glaze.
Impressed RF and WP seals.
Dimensions: Height 20.5cm (8
inches) ; Width 17.5cm (7 inches)
maximum.

Slip trailed plates and shallow dishes
Continuing this monochrome theme, we have been able to assemble a good
group of wares with a black and white finish from the period 1935-1939.
Winchcombe dishes and platters in this colouration proved particularly popular
with the American clients of Muriel Rose in her Little Gallery in London.
Whether intentional or not, the abstract and free quality of the best slip trailed
work at Winchcombe in this period have something of the spirit of earlier
country made hump moulded dishes of the Midlands, Shropshire and North
Wales of the 18th and 19th centuries.
There is a directness in such simply decorated wares which appeals across
cultures, and Hamada built up a large collection of these black and white hump
moulded dishes at Mashiko from the 1920s, and the glaze trailed decoration
used throughout his career shows a clear influence from this age-old English and
Welsh tradition.

20) A shallow flat rimmed bowl by Michael Cardew, Winchcombe
circa 1935.

A wheel thrown bowl with white abstract slip trailing over a black
background slip. Impressed MC and WP seals.
Dimensions: Diameter 24cm (9.5 inches) ; Depth 5cm (2 inches).

21) A very early hump moulded dish with piecrust edge by Ray
Finch (attrib), Winchcombe 1936.

This dish bears four fountain motifs around a central spiral, applied
over a contrasting brownish-black background slip under a tinted glaze.
Small impressed WP seal.
Dimensions: 23 x 19 x 6cm (9 x 7.5 x 2.5 inches).
Condition: short hairline.

22) A very unusual shallow plate with feathered slip, probably
thrown by Elijah Comfort and decorated by either Cardew or
Finch, Winchcombe 1936-1937.

A wheel thrown shallow plate with slanting sides and linear decoration
in white slip over an iron-rich background slip under a crystalline glaze.
Small impressed WP seal.
Dimensions: 18cm (7 inches) x 2.5cm (1 inch).

23) A scarce pair of large Ray Finch side plates with flattened rims,
Winchcombe circa 1938.

These wheel thrown plates with slightly incurved rims have a turned
base with spiral finishing to the interior of the stepped foot rim. They
bear a linear decoration in white slip over an iron rich black background slip. Impressed RF and WP seals.
Dimensions: Diameter 21.5cm (8.5 inches).

